
Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8 

Lesson 1 - Word of the Day:  compare 

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 
the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” compare. I will practice 
by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, 
compare, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word compare, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the compare.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then
to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 40-41



,i'.", 
", $ Say it: com . pare Write it:

?aEk absut !t Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

{} lt would be interesting to compare and contrast popular fashion styles in the United

States with popular fashion styles in

€ lcompared the

teenagers.

habits of six year olds to those of

40



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of compare and

appropriate content.

It isn't healthy to yourself to celebrities because sometimes they

Your Turn Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of compare and

appropriate content.

People often the singer to the singer

because they both

Be an

Academic

Author

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use compare with the adverb of
frequency often.ln your second sentence, use compare in the simple pasttense and include a word
par

o
tner.

o

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of compare and original content.
Academic
paragraph Studies have shown that when people read magazines, they compare themselves

to the in the photographs.This can be a very

habit since magazine pictures are often heavily airbrushed.

Airbrushing is a process in which a is digitally altered so that

the subject look better. For example, and skin flaws disappear,

and people can even be made to lookthinner!When people

themselves to the models in airbrushed pictures, this can make them feel self-conscious about

their appearance. However, it is unrealistic to a real person with

an airbrushed photograph. Instead, it's better to your own body

@

a

Adverbs of frequency ate
words that show how
often something happens.

They usually go before the
main verb.

People often compare twins.

He ftequentlv anives late.

image and not compare yourself to other people.

@

41



EMERGING LESSON 
 

 

 

Word Meaning Example Images 

  

compare 

com•pare 

verb 

 

_________ 

Cognate- 

Comparer 

to look at what 

is the same 

and what is 

different 

between two 

things.  

 

 

I can compare six years olds 

to teenagers.  

 

 

 

 

The students like to compare 

their grades after the test.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share):  

Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another 
person: 

It would like to compare fashion styles in the United States with fashion 
styles in France. 

 
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word (compare) 
and complete the sentence. 
People often ________ the singer Mariah Carey to the singer 

______________________.                                                              

Teenagers 

Six year olds 



Expanding Lesson 
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Word Meaning Example Images 

  

 
compare 
com•pare 

verb 
 

 

 

_________ 

 
Cognate- 
Comparer 

to look at what is 

the same and 

what is different 

between two 

things.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

I compared the playing habits of 

six years olds to those of 

teenagers.  

 

 

 

 

The students compared their 

____________________ after 

the test.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        

 

 

 
 
Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share): 
 
 

 It would be interesting to compare and contrast popular fashion styles in the United States with popular 

fashion styles in __________________________________________________________________________. 

 

 

 

Writing Practice (Think-Write): 

People often     the singer                                              to the singer                                  

because they  both                                                                         .           

 

 

 

Teenagers 

Six year olds 

Students 



Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8 

Lesson 2 - Word of the Day:  comparison

 

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 
the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” comparison. I will 
practice by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use 
the word, comparison, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word comparison, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the comparison.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then
to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 42-43



$ Sayit com . par. i . soh Write it:

TaiE< ahcut *!: Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discusg your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

O one comparison you could draw between hip hop music and poetry is that

both

is a talented celebrity; in comparison,

is not talented at all.

g

,42



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of comparison
and appropriate content.

The food that is served in our school cafeteria is

, the food that I eat at home is

Your Turn Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of comparison and
appropriate content.

People often make between my

and me because we both

.ln

Be an

Academic
Author

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of comparison and original
Academic content.

Paragraph

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use comparison inthe singular
form and include a word partner. ln your second sentence, use comparison in the pluralform.

o

o

Many people like to make between family members.

When babies are born, people enjoy the baby to his or her

. You can make comparisons based on physical appearance, such

as if a mother and daughter both have , or you can base them

on personality, such as if a father and son are both by nature.

Anyone with brothers or sisters will be used to hearing ; people

like to distinguish between siblings by saying which child is more outgoing or which child is more

. lt's fun to make comparisons about other people, but it's also

o

@

43

(ount nouns name things
that can be counted. Count
nouns have two forms,
singular and plural. To

make most count nouns
plural, add -s.

It's easy to make
comparisons between
rats and mice.

He likes board games.

important to remember that every person is a individual.



EMERGING LESSON 
.  

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share): 

Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another 
person. 

One comparison between hip hop music and poetry is that they both can 
rhyme. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(comparison) and complete the sentence.

People often make a ___________________ between cats and dogs 

because they both __________________________________.       

Word Meaning Examples Images 

comparison 

com•par•i•son 

noun 

________ 

Cognate-  

comparación 

a study of 

the way that 

two things 

are the same 

and different  

Selena Gomez is a talented 

celebrity; in comparison, 
Gigi Hadid is not talented at 

all. 

Florida is warm most of the 

year. In comparison, New 

York is very cold during the 

winter.   
Florida 

New York 

Selena 
G

Gigi 
G
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Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):   

    One comparison you could draw between hip hop music and poetry is that they both 
________________________________________________________________________ . 

Writing Practice (Think-Write):

People often  make between my    and me because we both  

  . 

Word Meaning Examples Images 

comparison 
com•par•i•son 

noun 

________ 

Cognate-  
comparación 

a study of 

the way that 

two things 

are the same 

and different  

Selena Gomez is a talented 

celebrity; in comparison, Gigi 
Hadid is not talented at all.  

Florida is _______________ 

most of the year. In 

comparison, New York is very 

_____________ during the 

winter.   Florida 

New York 

Selena 
Gomez 

Gigi 
Hadid 



Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8 

Lesson 3 -  Word of the Day:  contrast

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 
the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” contrast. I will practice 
by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, 
contrast, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word contrast, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the word contrast.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then
to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 54-55



$ Sayit: con . trast Write it:

?aEk abeett &t Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas'

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

O Teachers often ask students to compare and contrast two different

in a story.

g tf you contrasted the typical school day of a kindergartener with someone in high

school, one major difference would be that

54



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of contrast and

appropriate content.

lf you life in the United States with life in

you might say that in the U.S. people tend to

the two characters

more.

Your Turn Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of contrast and appropriate
content.

In my last English paper, I

two people, such as President Obama and

and

Be an Work independently to write two sentences. ln your first sentence, use contrast in the simple past tense.

Academic In your second sentence, use contrast with the word partner compore and contrast.

Author
o

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of contrast and original
Academic content.

Paragraph
Compare and papers are common assignments in school.In

these papers, students describe the similarities and between two

things. Students might contrast two places, such as Mexico and
o

, or even two time
@

periods. For example, in a history clasl a teacher may ask students to

life in a different century with life in the present. When writing these papers, it's a good idea

to choose two things that have a number of attributes in common but also many different

as well. For example, bus travel and air travel can be compared

and

o

o

@

To make the simple past

tense of regular verbs,

add -ed ot -d.
She contrasted two
poems for her essay.

He changed his answer.

one is much faster than the other.

because they are both methods of transportation, though

55



EMERGING LESSON 

Word Meaning Example Images 

contrast 

con•trast 

verb 

_________ 

Cognate- 

contrastar 

to show how 

two things are 

different 

One contrast between a 

kindergarten student and a 

high school student is their 

play time! 

The contrast between 

oranges and lemons are 

oranges are sweet and 

lemons are 

_______________. 

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share): 

Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another 
person: 

Teachers often ask students to compare and contrast different characters 
in a story. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word (contrast)
and complete the sentence.

One major _________________ between elementary school and middle 

school is that elementary school  _____________________________and 

middle school _______________________________________________.

High School Kindergarten 



Expanding Lesson
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Word Meaning Example Images 

contrast 
con•trast 

verb 

_________ 

Cognate- 
contrastar 

to show how 

two things are 

different 

If you contrasted the typical 

school day of kindergartener 

with someone in high school, 

one major difference would be 

that __________.  

You can contrast oranges and 

lemons by saying oranges are 

________________ and lemons 

are _______________. 

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share): 

Teachers often ask students to compare and contrast two different ________________in a story. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write):

In my last English paper, I _____________________________ the two characters 

____________________ ___________and _____________________        . 

High School 

Kindergarten 

Orange Lemon 



Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8 

Lesson 4 - Word of the Day:  similar

 

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 
the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” similar. I will practice by 
reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, 
similar, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word similar, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the similar.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then
to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 188-189



k Sayif; sim. i.lar Write it:

YmEk afuoa,.nt fft Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it'

Distuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame'

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

S My friends and I have similar interests;we all like

and

g Taking care of a puppy is similar to taking care of a baby because they both need

1'86



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using similar and appropriate content.

Our school's team followed a pattern as last

year-they won about percent of the games that they played.

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence using similar and appropriate content.

People often say my and I have characteristics

because we both

Be an Work independently to write two sentences using similar. In your first sentence, use similar with a plural

Academic noun.ln your second sentence, use similar with a singular noun.

Author
o

Write an Complete the paragraph using similar and original content.
Academic
paragraph RealityTV is a fast-growing phenomenon. Many people are fascinated by the

of reality stars because the events that they see on TV

are either very or completely dissimilar to their own

experiences. For example, reality shows that focus on fitness or weight loss are very

because many people have similarly struggled with

. However, sometimes reality shows are popular because
@

the stars have lives that are

For instance, reality shows about celebrities offer a glimpse into the lives of people who

are incredibly or famous. RealityTV will continue to grow in

popularity as long as there are people who are interested in

the lives of others.

@

or extraordinary in some way.

o

Adjectives do not have
pluralfoms. Do not add

an -s to adjectives when
they desaibe plural nouns.

similar results

loud dogs

187



EMERGING LESSON 

Word Meaning Example Images 

similar 

sim•i•lar 

adjective 

_________ 

Cognate- 

similar 

almost the 

same 

synonym: like 

Taking care if a puppy is 

similar to taking care of a 

baby because they both need 

love. 

The Smith brothers look 

similar, but they dress very 

differently from each other. 

Smith Brothers 

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share): Read the sentence aloud to 
yourself and then to another person. 

My friends and I have similar interests; we all like to play soccer. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word (similar)
and complete the sentence.

People say my friends and I have      characteristics; we all 

like to wear _________. 



Expanding Lesson
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Word Meaning Example Images 

similar 
sim•i•lar 
adjective 

_________ 

Cognate- 
similar 

synonym: like, 

____________ 

almost the same 

Taking care of a puppy is 

similar to taking care of a baby 

because they both need love. 

The Smith ______________ 

look similar, but they ________ 

very differently from each other.  

Smith Brothers 

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share): 

My friends and I have similar interests; we all like  _____________    ___and __________. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write):

People often say my and I have   characteristics 

because we both  . 



Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8  

Lesson 5 -  Word of the Day:  similarity

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 
the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” similarity. I will practice 
by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, 
similarity, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word similarity, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the word similarity.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and
then to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 188-189



Sayir si . mi .la. ri 'ty

TaEk ahoert Et Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

$ There are many similarities between the video games

I lf you met my family, you would see a similarity between me and

my.

and

188

Write it:



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of similarity and appropriate
content.

There is a striking between the music of

and the music of

Your Turn Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of similarity and appropriate
content.

My classmates and I share many ; for example, we all

Be an

Academic
Author

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of similarity and original
Academic content.

Paragraph

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use similarity in the pluralform
with the quantifier mony.In your second sentence, use similarity in the singulorform.

o

€

There are many between having a part-time job and

going to classes at school. One is that you are responsible for

completing assigned . Another

you might discover is that you need to listen carefully to instructions from your boss and your

teacher. Jobs and school are also similar because you must arrive on time, and you shouldn,t

while you are in class or working. Finally, the most important

between having a job and going to school is that both require

a significant amount of time and effort. Ultimately, you will find that working part-time and

going to school, while difficult, can be very _

@

Quantifers are words that
tell us how much or how
many of something there is.

Ihey usually come before
the noun they describe.

There are many similarities
between siblings.

We have a few ideas.

189



EMERGING LESSON 

Word Meaning Examples Images 

similarity 

si•imi•la•ri•ty 

noun 

________ 

Cognate-  

el parecido 

a likeness or 

sameness  

synonym: 
resemblance 

There are many similarities 
between baseball and 

softball.  

It’s funny when dogs and 

their owners share physical 

similarities.  

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share): Read the sentence aloud to 
yourself and then to another person. 

There are many similarities between the video games Pacman and Super 
Mario Brothers. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(similarities) and complete the sentence.

My classmates and I share many ________________; for example, we like 

to ______________.      



Expanding Lesson
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Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share): 

 There are many similarities between the video games    and  . 

Writing Practice (Think-Write):

My classmates  and I share many    ; for example, 

we all   . 

Word Meaning Examples Images 

similarity 
si•mi•la•ri•ty 

noun 

___________ 

Cognate-  
el parecido 

synonym: 
resemblance 

a _________ 

or sameness  

There are many similarities 
between baseball and softball. 

It’s funny when dogs and their 

_____________ share physical 

similarities.  



Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8 

Lesson 6 - Word of the Day:  convince 

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 

the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” convince I will practice 
by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, 
convince, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word convince, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the word convince.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and
then to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 60-61



Write it:

Talk ahoclt Xt Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

$ Last weekend my friend convinced me to go to

€ lf so

that

60

meone started a rumor about me, I would try to convince everyone



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of convince and
appropriate content.

Our class will try to our teacher that we should go on a field trip

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of convince and
appropriate content.

You could never me to believe that

to

Be an

Academic
Author

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of convince and original
Academic content.

Paragraph

Work independently to write two sentences. ln your first sentence, use convince in the simple
past tense.In your second sentence, use convince with the modal verb will.

o

o

Psychologists have determined that there are a number of clues people can use to

whether someone is telling a lie. First, look at the person's eyes

while they are speaking to you. People who are lying often have
o

making eye contact. Some people, however, are aware of this tendency and willactually

maintain intense eye contact in order to you that their story
o

is true! Second, listen to the person's voice. People tend to at

a higher pitch when they lie. Finally,

@

the content ofthe story

itself for any irregularities. lf you ask the person for more information, they may have trouble

you small details. These clues may help you realize if someone is

Modalverbs are helping
verbs that give additional
meaning to the main verb.
Will canbe used to express

a prediction.

I will convince Jamal to
come with us.

They willwin this game.

lying to you-even if they try to you otherwise.

61



EMERGING LESSON 

Word Meaning Example Images 

convince 

con•vince 

verb 

_________ 

Cognate- 

convence 

to persuade 

someone to do 

or believe 

something  

If someone said something bad 

about me, I would try to 

convince everyone that is was 

not true. 

Ian didn’t want to go into the 

water, so we had to convince 
him that it was safe.  

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share): 

Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another 
person:  

My friend tried to convince me to go to join the soccer team. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word (convince)
and complete the sentence.

You could never ______________________________ me to 

_________________________________________________.  

Everyone 

Me 

Ian 



Expanding Lesson 
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Word Meaning Example Images 

convince 
con•vince 

verb 

_________ 

Cognate- 
Convence 

to persuade 

someone to do or 

believe something 

If someone started a rumor about 

me, I would try to convince 
everyone that 

___________________________. 

At first Ian didn’t want to go 

_______, but we finally convinced 

him to jump in the 

___________________________.  

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share): 

Last weekend my friend convinced me to go to________________________________. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write):

You could never ______________________________ me to believe that _____________________.  

Everyone 

Me 

Ian 



Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8 

Lesson 7 - Word of the Day:  convincing

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 

the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” convincing. I will 
practice by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use 
the word, convincing, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word convincing, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the word convincing.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and
then to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 62-63



k Soy it: coh . vin ' cing Write it:

Talk abo*t Et Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame'

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

o"
rn in your homework.

" is not a convincing explanation for

gave a very convincing performance in

failing to tu

€ lthinkthat

62,

the movie



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using convincing and appropriate content.

The most explanation for why people have different personalities is

that

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence using convincing and appropriate content.

One argument for owning an mp3 player is that

Be an
Academic

Author

Work independently to write two sentences. ln your first sentence, use convincing with a plural noun.
In your second sentence, use convincing with the word partner convincing explanation.

o

Write an Complete the paragraph using convincing and original content.
Academic
Paragraph Joining your school's debate team can help you develop many valuable

both inside and outside of the classroom. First of all,

you will improve your ability to make arguments for and

against many topics because debating requires you to examine an issue from many

in order to thoroughly understand it. Second, you will learn

to work effectively with a team to brainstorm ideas and solve

Third, you will improve your public speaking abilities and gain

performing in front of an audience. All of these skills are useful in the classroom as well as in

professional later in your life. lf you are able to clearly articulate

your opinions and present

o

a

@

@

Adjectives do not have
plural forms. Do not add
an -s to adjectives when
they desaibe plural nouns.

convincing arguments

loud dogs

a leader in whichever field you choose.

o
ideas, you will certainly become
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EMERGING LESSON 

Word Meaning Examples Images 

convincing 

con•vin•cing 

adjective 

________ 

Cognate- 

convincente 

making you 

believe 

something  

I think that Heath Ledger 
gave a very convincing 

performance for the movie. 

Kara didn’t think that Sid’s 

reason for missing her party 

was very convincing.    

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share): 

Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another 
person:  
“My dog ate my homework” is not a convincing reason for not turning in 
your homework.  

Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(convincing) and complete the sentence.

One _________________ argument for having an MP3 player is that 

_______________________________________________________. 

Kara Sid 

Heath Ledger 

Joker 
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Word Meaning Examples Images 

convincing 
con•vin•cing 

adjective 

________ 

Cognate-  
convincente 

making you 

believe 

something  

I think that Heath Ledger gave 

a very convincing 

performance for the movie.  

Kara didn’t think that Sid’s 

____________ for missing their 

_______________  was very 

convincing.    

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):   

“_________________________________________________” is not a convincing explanation for not turning in 
your homework.  

Writing Practice (Think-Write):

One _______________________________________ argument for owning an mp3 player is that 

_______________________________________________________________.  

Kara Sid 

Heath Ledger 

Joker 



Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8 

Lesson 8 - Word of the Day:  evidence 

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 
the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” evidence. I will practice 
by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, 
evidence, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word evidence, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the word evidence.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then
to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 86-87



. Soy if; ev ' i ' dence Write it:

T*EE< aEt**t Et Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame'

Listen carefully to your partnert and classmates'ideas.

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

fl When you write a paper for class, you have to present evidence to support youl'

€l lf l'm going to accuse someone of

evidence first.

I need to find

8;6



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using evidence and appropriate content.

When police detectives try to solve crimes, they gather such

as

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence using evidence and appropriate content.

lf someone asked me to present that I am good at

I would show them as proof.

Be an . Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use evidence with the word partner

Academic gather evidence. In your second sentence, use evidence with the word partnerpresent evidence.

Author
0

Vllrite an Complete the paragraph using evidence and original content.

Academlc
paragraph Whether you're debating an issue with a friend or writing a persuasive essay, there

are two types of that you can use to support your

. The first kind of evidence is scientific evidence, which includes
o

examples from research studies, articles, and other data. This

type of is very compelling because it usually comes from expert

professionals or organizations. The second type of is personal

experience, which involves describing something that you have

and relating it to your argument. For example, if someone argues that most people are

, you could describe a time when a stranger did something nice

for you. lf you use these two kinds of evidence to support your argument, others will find it

much more persuasive and compelling.

e

@

6

@

Non-count nouns name

things that can't be counted.

Non-count nouns have only
one form. Do not add an -s
to a non-count noun.

They don't have enough
evidence to arrest her.

The water is frozen.
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EMERGING LESSON 

Word Meaning Example Images 

evidence 

ev•i•dence 

noun 

_________ 

Cognate- 

evidencia 

anything that 

proves 

something is 

true 

synonym: 
proof, 

If I’m going to accuse 

someone of stealing cookies, 

I need to find the evidence 

first.  

Avatar made more money 

than any other movie in 

history, which is evidence 
that it was a very popular 

movie.   

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share): 

Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another 
person:

When you write a paper for class, you have to present evidence to support 
your claim. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word (evidence)
and complete the sentence.

If someone asked me for ______________ that I am good at __________, 

I would __________________________. 
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Word Meaning Example Images 

evidence 
ev•i•dence 

noun 

_________ 

Cognate- 
evidencia 

synonym: 
proof, 

___________ 

anything that 

proves 

something is 

true 

If I’m going to accuse someone 

of stealing cookies, I need to 

find the evidence first.  

___________________ made 

more money than any other 

movie in history, which is 

evidence that it was a very 

_________________ movie.   

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share): 

When you write a paper for class, you have to present evidence to support your ______________. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write):

If someone asked me to present ______________ that I am good at _________________, I would 

show them ________________________________as proof.  



Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8 

Lesson 9: Word of the Day  persuade 

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 
the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” persuade. I will practice 
by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, 
persuade, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word persuade, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the word persuade.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then
to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 136-137



fu, Say ir per . suade Write it:

TeEk cb*stt €t Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame'

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.

Write vour favorite idea in the blank.

Sometimes we try to persuade our teacher to let us

It can be very difficult to persuade young children to eat

o
@

136



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of persuade and appropriate

content.

lf someone tries to

to get out of it is to

you to do something you don't want to do, one way

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of persuade and appropriate

content.

Tracy her teacher to give her more time to do her hook report by saying

that

Be an

Academic
Author

o

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of persuade and original content.

Academic
paragraph Most people have found themselves in a situation where someone tries to

them to do something they don't want to do.
o

Sometimes it can be

he or she is a or someone you know from school. What

are some for dealing with peer pressure? lf someone

attempts to you to do something dangerous or illegal,

you should get out of the situation immediately. Walk away/ tell them "no thanksi'or ask

to come over as a distraction. You are an independent
@

person-don't let anyone

want to do.

Work

tense.

independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use persuade in the simple post

ln your second sentence, use persuade with the word partner try to persuade.

to tell someone "no," especially if

0

a

0

@

I

o

To make the simple past

tense of regular vetbs,

add -ed ot -d.
He persuaded me to go.

We played tennis today.

you to do something you don't

137



EMERGING LESSON 

Word Meaning Examples Images 

persuade 

per•suade 

verb 

________ 

Cognate- 

persuadir 

To convince 

someone to 

do or believe 

something  

It can be hard to persuade 
kids to eat vegetables.  

The girl wants to persuade 
her parents to adopt a dog 

from the animal shelter.   

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share): 

Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another 
person:  

I want to persuade my teacher to let me do less homework.   

Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word (persuade)
and complete the sentence.

Tim wants to _________________________ his friend to help him 

__________________________________________________. 
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Word Meaning Examples Images 

persuade 
per•suade 

verb 

________ 

Cognate-  
persuadir 

To convince 

someone to 

do or believe 

something  

It can be difficult to persuade 
young children to eat 

vegetables.  

The girl persuaded her parents 

to adopt a ________________ 

from the animal shelter.   

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share): 

Sometimes we try to persuade our teacher to let us _________________________________.  

Writing Practice (Think-Write):

Tracy __________________ her teacher to give her more time to do her book report by saying 

that ____________________________________________________________________. 



Fontana Unified School District 
Division of Teaching and Learning 

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services 

English Language Development Lesson 
(Designated ELD) 

Grade: Middle School 6-8  

Lesson 10 - Word of the Day:  persuasion 

Directions: Choose the worksheet that is on your language level to help you to learn 

the “word of the day”. 

Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” persuasion. I will 
practice by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use 
the word, persuasion, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph. 

In this lesson, you will… 

Expanding: • Locate the correct meaning of the word persuasion, using a
dictionary or online resource.

• Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

• Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Emerging: • Use the pictures, meanings and cognates
to learn the word persuasion.

• Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then
to another person.

• Use the sentence frames to write your
favorite idea in the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead… 

Bridging: • Complete the worksheets on pp. 138-139



fu Say if; per . su? . sion Write it:

Y*8$q. ahoalt $t Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.

Write your favorite idea in the blank.

{f Many shoppers require a lot of persuasion before they will buy

0 Teachers often try to use persuasion to convince students that

.138

topics like are relevant to their lives.



Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using persuasion and appropriate content.

It would take a lot of

for one week.

to make most kids give up

Your Turn Work independently to complete the sentence using persuasion and appropriate content.

When I have some free time, it doesn't take much to convince me to

Be an Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use persuasion with the word
Academic partner powers of persuasion In your second sentence, use persuasion with the word partner open to

Author persuasion.

o

Write an Complete the paragraph using persuasion and original content.
Academic
Paragraph Leaders often have the gift of : the ability to convince people

to do or believe in the same things as themselves. For example, when people run for president,

they try to people that their ideas are the best ones for, running

the country. Many teachers and coaches also have powers of

these are usually the most respected adults at school who kids
@

choices. However, not every person

is open to . Most people will only listen to people that they

respect. The gift of persuasion is a rare ability that takes time to

as you learn what motivates other people.

a

to do their best and make

139

Non-count nouns name

things that can't be counted.
Non-count nouns have only
one form. Do not add an -s
to a non-(ount noun.

She is open to persuasion.

The water is frozen.

o



EMERGING LESSON 
 

 
 

Word Meaning Example Images 

  

persuasion 
per•sua•sion 

verb 

 

_________ 

Cognate- 

contrastar 

  the act of 

convincing 

someone to do 

or believe 

something 

 

 

 

 

 

Teachers try to use 

persuasion to convince 

students that math are useful 

to their lives. 

 

 

 

My friend Alex didn’t want to 

see an action movie, but after 

some persuasion, I was able 

to convince him.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share): 

Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another 
person:  

 Some shoppers need a lot of persuasion before they will buy something 

from the store. 

Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word 
(persuasion) and complete the sentence. 

It does not make much _________________________ to convince me to  

_______________________________________________________. 

Students 

Teacher 

Math 

Alex 
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Word Meaning Example Images 

persuasion 
per•sua•sion 

verb 

_________ 

Cognate- 
contrastar 

  the act of 

convincing 

someone to do 

or believe 

something 

Teachers often try to use 

persuasion to convince 

students that topics like math 
are relevant to their lives. 

My friend Alex didn’t want to see 

an _______________________ 

movie, but after some 

persuasion, I ______________ 

him. 

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share): 

Many shoppers require a lot of persuasion before they will buy  . 

Writing Practice (Think-Write):

When I have some free time, if doesn’t have to take much   to convince 

me to _______________________________________. 

Students 

Teacher 

Math 

Alex 
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